Accused Arizona shooter faces more charges 01/20/2011 24 Hours Vancouver

Gabrielle Giffords' Husband: 'She'll Be Back' 01/20/2011 ABC News - Online

Environmental Champion Congresswoman Giffords Fights for Her Life 01/20/2011 Action News Jacksonville

Giffords was able to stand on her own. 01/20/2011 AllVoices

USA: First indictment against the murderer of Arizona 01/20/2011 AllVoices

Giffords able to stand up as she readiness for rehab 01/20/2011 AOL News

Surgeon unfazed by life in spotlight 01/20/2011 Arizona Daily Wildcat

Giffords takes next step toward recovery 01/20/2011 Arizona Daily Wildcat

Gabrielle Giffords to begin rehab at Houston hospital 01/20/2011 Arizona Republic - Online

Gabrielle Giffords Condition Update Has Her Checking Out Tomorrow 01/20/2011 Associated Content

THIS COULD BE GIFFORDS' LAST DAY AT UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER IN TUCSON. 01/20/2011 Austin News Today at 5 AM - KXAN-TV

Rep. Gabrielle Giffords continues to improve 01/20/2011 AZ Family

Gabrielle Giffords to relearn basic skills in Houston rehab 01/20/2011 Ball State Daily News

Giffords will move to Houston rehab center 01/20/2011 Battalion - Online, The

Giffords stands, is 'very aware,' husband says 01/20/2011 Bellingham Herald - Online

YOU ARE LISTENING LIVE TO MARK KELLY, CONGRESSWOMAN AND GABRIELLE GIFFORDS'S HUSBAND SPEAKING FROM THE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER.
CENTER DOWN IN TUCSON ON HER CONDITION.

- Jared Loughner Indicted by Federal Grand Jury in Tucson Shooting 01/20/2011 Bloomberg BusinessWeek - Online Text View Clip
- Jared Loughner Indicted by Federal Grand Jury in Arizona Shooting Rampage 01/20/2011 Bloomberg News - Online Text View Clip
- Giffords to be transferred to rehabilitation hospital 01/20/2011 Boston Globe - Online Text View Clip
- Giffords to move to rehab center 01/20/2011 Bryan-College Station Eagle, The Text View Clip
- Giffords's husband 'extremely hopeful' of recovery 01/20/2011 cbc.ca Text View Clip
- Giffords Stands, Headed Soon for Rehab Center 01/20/2011 CBSNews.com Text View Clip
- Giffords moving to Houston for rehab 01/20/2011 Charlotte Sun and Weekly Herald - Online Text View Clip
- Giffords standing on own feet, headed to Houston for rehab to relearn basic skills 01/20/2011 Chicago Tribune - Online Text View Clip
- Gabrielle Giffords responds well to skull surgery, doctors say 01/20/2011 Chico Enterprise Record - Online Text View Clip
- Giffords scheduled to be moved to Houston to begin rehabilitation 01/20/2011 Cinema Without Borders Text View Clip
- Arizona Rep. Gabrielle Giffords likely to retain House seat 01/20/2011 Clarion-Ledger - Online Text View Clip
- Giffords' next stop will be a Texas rehab hospital 01/20/2011 CNN.com Text View Clip
- POLITICAL HOT TOPICS: Thursday, January 20, 2011 01/20/2011 CNN.com Text View Clip
- Giffords to move to Texas rehab center 01/20/2011 CNN.com Text View Clip
- Giffords likely to be moved to Texas rehab center 01/20/2011 CNN.com Text View Clip
- Giffords likely headed to Texas hospital 01/20/2011 CNN.com Text View Clip
- Grand jury indicts suspect in Tucson rampage 01/20/2011 Columbus Dispatch - Online Text View Clip
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head to Houston for rehab

» Giffords able to stand, readies for rehab 01/20/2011 Daily Breeze - Online

» Rep. Giffords able to stand up as she readies for rehab 01/20/2011 Daily Democrat - Online

» Rep. Giffords stands up at hospital 01/20/2011 Daily Herald - Online, The

» Giffords to relearn basic skills in rehab 01/20/2011 Daily Herald Newspapers - Online

» City | Status quo: Arizona shooting does little to change how local politicians interact with public 01/20/2011 Daily Orange, The

» Gabrielle Giffords able to stand up as she readies for rehab 01/20/2011 Daily Record - Online, The

» Congresswoman Giffords able to stand up as she readies for rehab 01/20/2011 Daily Tribune

» Shot US lawmaker out of hospital 01/20/2011 Deccan Chronicle

» Family: Giffords will move to Houston rehabilitation center 01/20/2011 DeKalb County Daily Chronicle - Online

» Giffords able to stand as she readies for move to rehab 01/20/2011 Denver Post - Online, The

» Giffords able to stand as she readies for move to rehab in Houston 01/20/2011 Denver Post - Online, The

» Giffords' husband: ‘She'll be walking through the front door’ in 2 months 01/20/2011 Desert Sun - Online, The

» Giffords to move to Houston 01/20/2011 Durango Herald, The

» Congresista herida en Tucson se pone de pie con ayuda 01/20/2011 El Universal

» THE STAFF AT UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER IN TUCSON SAID AS SHE STOOD UP FROM HER HOSPITAL BED WITH ASSISTANCE. 01/20/2011 Fox 10 Arizona Morning - KSAZ-TV

» THE STAFF AT UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER IN TUCSON SAYS THE CONGRESSWOMAN STOOD UP FROM HER HOSPITAL BED YESTERDAY WITH THEIR ASSISTANCE AND LOOKED OUT THE WINDOW 01/20/2011 Fox 10 Arizona Morning - KSAZ-TV
AT THE MOUNTAINS ON THE NORTHERN EDGE OF TUCSON.

SOON, DOCTORS AT THE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER IN TUCSON 01/20/2011 Fox 10 Arizona Morning - KSAZ-TV

SHE WILL BE MOVED FROM TUCSON UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER TO A REHAB FACILITY IN HOUSTON TOMORROW. 01/20/2011 Fox 5 Morning News - KSWB-TV

SHE WILL BE MOVED FROM THE TUCSON UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER TO A REHAB FACILITY IN HOUSTON. 01/20/2011 Fox 5 Morning News - KSWB-TV

SHALL BE MOVED FROM TUCSON UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER TO A REHAB FACILITY IN HOUSTON. 01/20/2011 Fox 5 Morning News - KSWB-TV

Giffords Stands for First Time Since Shooting 01/20/2011 FOXNews.com

Giffords Able to Stand Up, Readies for Rehab in Texas 01/20/2011 FOXNews.com

Giffords able to stand 01/20/2011 Herald-Mail

Giffords's husband vows 'she'll be back' 01/20/2011 Hill - Online, The

Giffords able to stand up ahead of trip to Houston for rehab 01/20/2011 Houston Chronicle - Online

Houston bound: Giffords coming here for treatment 01/20/2011 Houston Chronicle - Online

US jury indicts Loughner 01/20/2011 IAfrica.com

AROUND NOON, OUR TIME, AND DOCTORS AT UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER IN TUCSON ARE EXPECTED TO BRIEF REPORTERS, AND ONLY SAID THEY WOULD COME OUT AND BRIEF WHEN THEY HAD SOMETHING SIGNIFICANT REALLY TO SAY, FROM THAT POINT FORWARD.

Arizona shootout accused Jared Lee Loughner indicted, Giffords to be discharged 01/20/2011 International Business Times
THE CONGRESSWOMAN'S FAMILY IS NOW PREPARING FOR THE NEXT STEP OF HER RECOVERY, NBC'S JAY GRAY HAS MORE, THIS MORNING CONGRESSWOMAN GABRIELLE GIFFORDS BEGINS WHAT COULD BE HER LAST DAY AT UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER IN TUCSON.

U.S. Rep. Giffords Will be Moved Friday to Rehabilitation Hospital

Giffords readies for rehab

" WE'LL HAVE MORE IN OUR NEXT HALF HOUR, AND LATER THIS MORNING, ANOTHER NEWS CONFERENCE FROM UMC IN TUCSON, WE'LL BE BRINGING THAT NEWS CONFERENCE TO YOU, LIVE. 3

WE WILL AIR TODAY’S PRESS CONFERENCE FROM TUCSON'S UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER AT TEN A-M.

Giffords family is big part of rehab

Giffords' husband: She'll work again

Hospital: Giffords Can Now Stand Up

Inside a Brain Trauma Rehab Center

Doctor: Giffords Must Relearn Planning, Organizing

Family members say Congresswoman Gabrielle Giffords move to Texas rehab facility on Friday

News for the Panhandle from ProNews 7

UMC to give update at 10 AM

Dr. Rhee gives timeline of
Giffords' recovery

**AND TODAY COULD VERY WELL BE HER LAST DAY AT UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER IN TUCSON.**

01/20/2011  LEX 18 News at Sunrise - WLEX-TV

**HER LAST DAY AT UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER IN TUCSON,**

01/20/2011  Local 4 News at 4 PM - WDIV-TV

**SHE IS EXPECTED TO LEAVE THE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER IN TUCSON TOMORROW MORNING AND WILL HEAD OFF TO THE TEXAS INSTITUTE OF REHABILITATION AND RESEARCH IN HOUSTON.**

01/20/2011  Local 4 News Morning - WDIV-TV

**Cuts in psychiatric care on rise**

01/20/2011  Los Angeles Times

**Giffords is almost ready to start rehab**

01/20/2011  Los Angeles Times

**Gabrielle Giffords able to stand up without assistance ahead of move to specialist recovery unit**

01/20/2011  Mail Online UK

**Gabrielle Giffords moves to specialist recovery unit able to stand without assistance**

01/20/2011  Mail Online UK

**Gabrielle Giffords to move to specialist recovery unit just two weeks after being shot in the head**

01/20/2011  Mail Online UK

**Tucson shooting: Rep. Giffords able to stand up as she readies for rehab**

01/20/2011  Marco Island Eagle - Online

**Wounded congresswoman Giffords standing, headed to Houston for rehab to relearn basic skills**

01/20/2011  Medicine Hat News - Online

**Giffords standing on own feet, will be headed to Houston for rehab to relearn basic skills**

01/20/2011  Medicine Hat News - Online

**Giffords to leave hospital**

01/20/2011  Melbourne Age

**Husband broke down after incorrect Gabrielle Giffords report**

01/20/2011  MLive.com

**Giffords' husband 'extremely hopeful' for full recovery**

01/20/2011  MSNBC.com

**THIS MORNING**

01/20/2011  NBC 2 News Early Today - WBBH
CONGRESSWOMAN GABRIELLE GIFFORDS BEGINS WHAT COULD BE HER LAST DAY AT UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER IN TUCSON.

A FEDERAL GRAND JURY HAS INDICTED JARED LOUGHENBERG IN THE GIFFORDS BEGINS WHAT COULD BE HER LAST DAY AT UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER IN TUCSON.

TODAY COULD BE CONGRESSWOMAN GIFFORDS’ LAST DAY AT THE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER IN TUCSON.

3 3 3 THIS MORNING CONGRESSWOMAN GABRIELLE GIFFORDS BEGINS WHAT COULD BE HER LAST DAY AT UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER IN TUCSON.

GABBY BACK ON HER FEET. MOM SAYS SHE ALSO SAT AND READ GET-WELL CARDS - NEXT STOP WILL BE HOUSTON REHAB.

To-Do List: The Black Trumpet Mushrooms Edition

Shot congresswoman Gabrielle Giffords to move to Texas rehabilitation clinic

GIFFORDS IS ALREADY UNDERGOING REHAB AT UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER HERE IN TUCSON.

IN JUST A FEW HOURS, THEY WILL BE DONATING HUNDREDS OF STUFFED ANIMALS TO THE DIAMOND CHILDREN )S HOSPITAL AT UMC.

A FUND HAS BEEN SET UP IN GABRIELLE GIFFORD )S NAME AT TUCSON )S COMMUNITY FOOD BANK.

3THIS MORNING CONGRESSWOMAN
GABRIELLE GIFFORDS BEGINS WHAT COULD BE HER LAST DAY AT UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER IN TUCSON.

focus should be on Giffords' shooter

3 THIS MORNING CONGRESSWOMAN GABRIELLE GIFFORDS BEGINS WHAT COULD BE HER LAST DAY AT UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER IN TUCSON.

giffords able to stand up in another milestone

Wounded ex-Lifer goes home

giffords stands as she readies for rehab

CONFERENCE COMING OUT OF UMC IN TUCSON WHERE CONGRESSWOMEN

Arizona Shooting: Giffords Able To Stand Up

giffords set to move to Houston rehab facility

New Standards Proposed for Prescription Container Labels to Help Reduce Medication Misuse, Promote Patient Understanding

Three Suppliers Selected to Participate in Premier Healthcare Alliance Comparative Effectiveness Research Program

National Patient Safety Foundation Creates First Professional Society and Certification Program for Patient Safety

Rauland-Borg Partners with
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<td>01/20/2011</td>
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<td>Giffords Stands, Looks Out Window</td>
<td>01/20/2011</td>
<td>Time - Online</td>
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<td>01/20/2011</td>
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<td>01/20/2011</td>
<td>Toronto Star - Online</td>
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starting rehab

» **Giffords headed to Houston for rehabilitation**
  01/20/2011  Toronto Star - Online
  [Text  View Clip]

» **Accused Arizona shooter Loughner indicted**
  01/20/2011  Toronto Sun - Online, The
  [Text  View Clip]

» **US-USREPORT Summary**
  01/20/2011  Town Hall
  [Text  View Clip]

» **DEPENDING ON HER PROGRESS, BY TOMORROW, SHE COULD BE MOVED FROM UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER, TO A REHAB FACILITY IN HOUSTON, TEXAS, THE TIRR MEMORIAL HERMANN REHABILITATION HOSPITAL.**
  01/20/2011  Tucson Today - KVOA-TV
  [Text]

» **COMING UP ON NEWS 4 TUCSON TODAY, WE’LL BE LIVE AT UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER WHERE CONGRESSWOMAN GIFFORDS APPEARS TO BE ON A FAST TRACK TO RECOVERY.**
  01/20/2011  Tucson Today - KVOA-TV
  [Text]

» **IT’S, THURSDAY JANUARY 20TH I’M BRANDON GUNNOE LORRAINE IS OFF THIS MORNING WELCOME TO NEWS 4’S TUCSON TODAY.**
  01/20/2011  Tucson Today - KVOA-TV
  [Text]

» **Rep. Giffords Standing Up; Set to Begin Rehab Friday**
  01/20/2011  U.S. News & World Report - Online
  [Text  View Clip]

» **Giffords to move to Houston rehab center**
  01/20/2011  UPI.com
  [Text  View Clip]

» **Gabrielle Giffords stands with help for first time**
  01/20/2011  USA Today - Online
  [Text  View Clip]

» **Giffords’ transfer being planned**
  01/20/2011  USA Today - Online
  [Text  View Clip]

» **Giffords’ husband says ‘she’ll be back’**
  01/20/2011  USA Today - Online
  [Text  View Clip]

» **Family plans to transfer Giffords to Houston rehab center Friday**
  01/20/2011  USA Today - Online
  [Text  View Clip]

» **HER LAST DAY AT UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER IN TUCSON.**
  01/20/2011  WAFF 48 News Today - WAFF-TV
  [Text]
MEANTIME, TODAY MAY BE GIFFORDS' LAST DAY IN THE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER IN TUCSON.

Loughner indicted on three counts

Grand jury indicts Loughner

Giffords husband 'extremely hopeful' congresswoman will recover in months

HER LAST DAY AT UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER IN TUCSON

Giffords' Husband: 'She'll Be Back'

Giffords stands up, steps toward intense rehab

'Promising early recovery' for Giffords

Giffords able to stand, going to rehab

Arizona Shooting: Gabrielle Giffords stands, headed soon for Houston rehab center

A Look at Brain Trauma Rehabilitation Treatment

Rep. Gabrielle Giffords Able to Stand as She Prepares For Rehab

Giffords attempts speech as doctors prepare her for move

Giffords standing up and using iPad: doctor

Giffords standing up, using iPad: doctor

Giffords standing up and using iPad: doctor (Reuters)

Giffords standing up and using iPad